
AN ANALYSIS OF JAMES FENIMORE COOPERS PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS

James Fenimore Cooper's characters display characteristics of Unitarianism, Universalism, and views of a deist and
specifically of a therapeutic deist. One can .

The Last of the Mohicans is a war of words. In his less imaginative writings, Cooper antagonized his fellow
Americans and his French hosts. Discovering the "American Problem" The success of his first
America-oriented novel convinced Cooper that he was on the right track, and he decided to turn to his
childhood memories for a truthful, if not wholly literal, tale of life on the frontier: The Pioneers  Oh,
Kentucky, the Hunters of Kentucky! The Whig press was virulent in its comments about him, and Cooper
filed legal actions for libel , winning all his lawsuits. The Pawnee's leggings of "bright scarlet cloth" owe as
much to the sensitivities of one of Cooper's readers as they do to Cooper's sourceâ€”ultimately Bell's official
report of the Long expedition. Cooper intended to bury Leatherstocking in The Prairie, but many years later he
resuscitated the character and portrayed his early maturity in The Pathfinder and his youth in The Deerslayer 
He died on September 14, , the day before his 62nd birthday. See, for instance, Michael McDonald Mooney's
summary of George Catlin's mission: Out there, out west beyond the boundary zone, out beyond the
corruptions of the frontier, an extraordinary man-adventurer, promoter, painter, reporterâ€”described what was
to be the last high afternoon of glory for the American Indian. Paul's offhand allusion is admittedly slight in
the text. This Babelian argument is somewhat more apt than the Edenic one, but most of the evidence for it
lies in prefaces added after the first printing. But however much Cooper delved into the world of the Natives
of the American west, his literary imagination remained charged with the Rousseauvian portrait of the Indian
he had encountered in the writings of Moravian missionary John Gottlieb Ernestus Heckewelder while he was
laying the foundation for The Last of the Mohicans. In the marking of Delaware appreciation for language and
in other ways, Cooper's theory of language actually coincides with early nineteenth century linguistic theories.
Up to Hard-Heart's appearance at the end of the first volume, Weucha may be a more dangerous threat than
Mahtoree, and the two together remain little more than horse-stealing nuisances compared to the ominous and
overbearing Bush family. That split is every bit as apparent as the division in The Last of the Mohicans
between the white-controlled world leading to Fort William Henry and the red-controlled world leading away.
In it, he defines the role of the "man of letters" in a republic, the true conservative, the slavery of party
affiliations, and the nature of the legislative branch of government. Cooper sets up linguistic rules of
engagement, so to speak, in order to express mental and political power. The latter is a betrayal into the hands
of the other human threat in the novel, Mahtoree's band of Sioux. These successes encouraged Cooper to mine
the rich vein he had initially exploited. Let us know! For example, Cooper's account of the Battle of Lake Erie
was said to be less than accurate by some naval historians. One reason for his decision may, of course, be his
financial position, although a lack of money and the attendant need to earn it do not give one the ability to
write. Returning for subject to the scenes of his first interest, the estates and villages of early upstate New
York with their mixed population of Dutch patroons, English patentees, small farmers and woodsmen, and
variegated adventurers carving out civilization in a wilderness peopled by Native Americans and rife with
unexploited wildlife of all kinds , he wrote five novels in two series: Afloat and Ashore and its sequel, Miles
Wallingford, and the "Littlepage Manuscripts" , depicting in a trilogy Satanstoe, The Chainbearer, and The
Redskins the four-generation history of a landed family from their first days of settlement to the days of the
disintegration of their privileged way of life in the face of rampant, classless democracy. Most helpful essay
resource ever! Part V [Philadelphia: J. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're
stuck on can help you get unstuck? Montcalm, for example, retains Heyward's translating services by
apologizing: "There is a vast difference between understanding and speaking a foreign tongue; you will,
therefore, please to assist me still. We retain the unhyphenated form except in quotations. This approach is not
cultural relativism but a masquerade of it. He concluded by pointing to the scalp of the Oneida, and apparently
urging the necessity of their departing speedily, and in a manner that should leave no trail. But the impression
produced by his grave and haughty, though still courteous mien, the restless, but often steady, and bold glance
of his dark, keen eye, and the quiet dignity of his air, are still present to my recollection. Subsequently Cooper
reveals that the other colors were "party-coloured leaves" 2. One reason for this was that a series of libel suits
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against Whig editors helped personalize his quarrel with the equalitarian and leveling tendencies of the
Jacksonian era. Neither the Huron interpreter nor the Delaware who hear Magua's patois speech are
themselves credited with perfect French skills; they instead listen and respond to the "corrupted" dialect or
creole. Converse, , Appendix, pp. The Hurons' language is spoken fluently by a Delaware orator and again it is
Heyward who understands it, through the gestures of oratory and the countenances of the audiences. The
following description of the situation in which this curiosity stood in , is from the pen of an enterprising
American traveller, Mr. Regarded by some as the model for Chingachgook, Ongpatonga's well-publicized
oratory might serve as the most immediate source and justification for Cooper's examples of formal Native
speech. Though they are Indians, they care for and improve their God-given gifts, while it has been established
that the Huron and Mohawks are "disremembering hounds" who like brute beasts trod upon and deform the
clean watering hole that the Lord has bestowed  Cooper decided to become a writer, but the explanations for
this decision are still not clear. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and
bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay
Read our Academic Honor Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our library. When
Hawk-eye first is introduced conversing with Chingachgook, no indication is given that he speaks in broken
Delaware.


